Check out these hand-picked titles Librarian Casey loves!

The book of massively epic engineering disasters
by Sean Connolly

Canals and dams: investigate feats of engineering
by Donna Latham

More Curious Jane: Science + design + engineering for inquisitive girls
by Elissa Josse

How do bridges not fall down?: A book about architecture & engineering
by Jennifer Shand
Crazy contraptions: Build Rube Goldberg machines that swoop, spin, stack, and swivel
by Laura Perdew

Unofficial Minecraft STEM lab for kids: Family-friendly projects for exploring concepts in science, technology, engineering, and math
by John Miller

Curious Jane: Science & design & engineering for inquisitive girls
by Elissa Josse

Rosie Revere's big project book for bold engineers
by Andrea Beaty

How to be an engineer
by Emily M. Hunt
Peeking under the city
by Esther Porter

Minecraft STEM challenge:
Build a city
by Anne Rooney

George Ferris, what a wheel!
by Barbara Lowell

Sky high: George Ferris's big wheel
by Monica Kulling

Wonders of the World
by Phillip Steele
Wonders of the World
by Tom Jackson

Rosie Revere, engineer
by Andrea Beaty

Ellie, engineer
by Jackson Pearce

Rosie Revere and the Raucous Riveters
by Andrea Beaty

Need a library card?
We offer online library card registration and renewal!
Click here to get started.

www.LeonCountyLibrary.org
(850) 606-2665